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Round Square Postcard, Fountain Valley School

A Round Square Postcard event was organised by the Fountain Valley School, Colorado

on 18th November, 2021. The theme of the Conference: “One Planet, One Change”

beautifully portrayed the ‘Climate’ pillar of the Ideals of Round Square. Multiple Round

Square schools participated in the event, including United States of America, Peru, and

South Africa. The delegation of Modern School comprised of the following students:

Anmol Jain(S6I), Navyansh Pant(S6G), Angad Wadhwa(S6B), Ayaana Jain(S6J), Jayant

Aggarwal(S6G) and Pooja Saluja(S6G).

The event commenced with a brief introduction session by the host school, followed by

Pre-Conference task presentations by the participating schools. A healthy discussion took

place about various repercussions of climate change, through display of images showing

the adversely affected regions all over the planet. Thereafter, breakout rooms for Baraza

discussion were created for the ice-breaking sessions, where the delegates shared their

heart-warming anecdotes and took part in the engaging questions asked by the Baraza

leader.
It was exhilarating to see the zealous participation of the 

delegates. The emphasis on the need to understand the 

effects of climate change realigned student’s purpose 

and perspective towards the alarming condition of the 

Mother Earth. The Postcard event was mind-captivating  

and acted as a catalyst to guide the delegates about the 

immediate need to shift their focus towards the 

degrading plight of the planet.

Screenshot from the Conference
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“The real value of science is in the getting, and those who have 
tasted the pleasure of discovery alone know what science is.”

Modern School, Faridabad organised the Annual Talent Meet, HUNAR-2021 from

23rd October to 30th October 2021. The event comprised of display of various

scientific experiments, which gave the students an opportunity to explore their interest

in Science. Ananya Rajan (S1H) participated in ‘Science through Magic’ and

performed a trick using a plastic bottle, a straw and a piece of fur. The experiment was

based on the principle of Static Electricity. Samaira Diesh (S3E) constructed a Wind

Turbine for the ‘Waste-O-Built’ event using an old cardboard box, old skewers and

newspaper. The construction of this model, used the principle of the 5Rs which

symbolize Reduce, Reuse, Recycle, Refuse and Repair. The students submitted the

recorded videos with a You Tube link. The contest gave the students liberty to indulge

in the world of Science and learn about scientific concepts in an innovative manner.

ANANYA RAJAN S1H SAMAIRA DIESH S3E
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FAREWELL- MS SUNITA DIXIT

VIRTUAL PARENT TEACHER INTERACTION 2021

A Parent-Teacher interaction was organised virtually, on 20th November, 2021 through

Microsoft Teams platform. The parents connected with the Class Teachers on a video

call and discussed about their child’s academic progress. The specific queries of

parents were taken up by the teachers. Some parents also connected to the subject

teachers of their children to discuss the academic concerns of their wards.

This interaction was specifically conducted post Term-I examination, that provided the

parents a clear vision, regrading their child’s strengths and areas of improvement. A

productive discussion took place amongst the teachers and parents, regarding the

schedule and pre- requisite steps towards commencement of Term-II. The parents also

appreciated the efforts being made by the school for carrying out the process of online

teaching in a smooth manner.

Bidding farewell is

always tough,

Words never prove

to be enough!

A resourceful teacher teaches the

students values and good ethics that

remain imbibed in them, throughout

their life. Ms Sunita Dixit is one

such example.

Earlier a Flight Lieutenant, then Ms Dixit, taught Chemistry to the students of classes 9th

and 10th at Modern School, Barakhamba Road. She successfully spent ten years in this

prestigious institution, imparting knowledge to the students in an efficient manner. As a

teacher, she always believed in practical learning and encouraged the students to

experiment and question everything around them. She is now relocated at Army Public

School, Khadakwasla as the honorable Principal. Modern School congratulates Ms Sunita

Dixit for her new endeavour.
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CREATIVE CORNER

Pastel art by Siyona Kumar (S1-C)

Paintings by Vedaanti Gupta (S1-C)


